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ARCADE STYLE GAMES POTPOURRI

V.

TO DD LER TUTOR 201 BK
Learning the alphabet and numbers are a part 
of the exciting initial educational experience 
of our tutor series. The abilities to remember 
and match are also enhanced with this package. 
Give your preschooler the advantage of a 
headstart with the four programs in this game
like package.

(Preschool)

Educational Programs - For Learning

SKETCH & PAINT 112BK
Enjoy the excitement of creating your very 
own computer graphics. Use your joystick to 
draw colorful high resolution pictures on the 
screen, then save them on tape or disk for 
later enjoyment Added features allow single 
keystroke special graphic effects and sound.

MAELSTROM 106BK
Storms of the universe. Horrors on the horizon. 
Lightening bolts and vexing sky vixons stalk 
your base. Thunder and force. Fire - position - 
fire, but they fill the sky. Speed your shots, 
clear the sky, and weather the MAELSTROM.
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ESCAPE MCP 120BK
You have been teleported to the innermost 
circuits of your computer. Try to race your 
way through as many levels of logic as possible 
without beingannihilated by the Main Control 
Program. Can you escape through ten dif
ferent screens to completely defeat the MCP?
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PRIMARY MATH TUTOR 200BK
Get off to a good start in school with the four 
math programs in this tutor series. Graphic 
instructional method with drill and practice 
follow-up prevail in this tutorial of simple 
addition, addition with carry, simple subtraction, 
and subtraction with borrowing.

(Grades 1 - 4)

MATH TUTOR 202BK
Tutorial with computer graphic representation 
on the concepts of multiplication, division, 
column addition, and long number subtraction? 
These four programs continue the math series 
with instruction, drill and practice, graphic 
aids, and performance reviews. Now you can 
have a full-time MATH TUTOR.

ENGLISH INVADERS GAMES 204BK
English can be fun! These educational games 
drill on the fundamentals of English using 
nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and other 
aspects of our language in an exciting com
puter arcade format It really is fun to learn 
when playing English Invaders, Wordspot, 
Vowel Saucers, and Smash.

(Grades 1-8)

GOTCHA MATH GAMES 203BK
Math really is fun when you play Invaders, 
Derby, Drag, and Gotcha. Four educational 
games all on target for addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division, and fun. Ferment, 
flurry, fluster, and frenzy all add up to excite
ment when learning with G O TC H A  MATH 
GAMES.

(Grades 3 - 6) (Grades 1 - 8)
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APE CRAZE 131 BK
Think you're tough? You'll have to be tough to 
defeat the Giant Ape! Jump and climb the 
platforms while avoiding bombs the ape is 
tossing at you! Escape to the next screen and 
the bombs get smart - they follow you! Collapse 
the superstructure and destroy the ape.

Arcade Style Games - For Action

FIRING LINE 116BK
Blasting away space debris and asteroids is 
tough enough, but can you handle the ma
rauding aliens terrorizing the inter-galactic 
energy corridor? Command yourstraddlecraft 
along the corridor and use its energy to burst 
into action. Your survival depends on you - 
you are on the FIRING LINE.

Combat the malicious killer bats that are 
attacking your mountain homeland. Direct 
your mystical winged horse against the at
tackers. Defeat the bats, then swoop down 
and crush their eggs before even deadlier 
bats spring forth. You are on a PEGASUS 
ODYSSEY.

(V IC -20 ' 1 player, Commodore 6 4 ' l or 2 players)

SUPERCUDA 129BK
Face the unpredictable hazards of the undersea 
world with SUPERCUDA. Avoid the marauding 
octopus, fish hooks, and crabs in this multiple 
screen environment while consuming as many 
of the smaller fish as possible! Eat an oc
cassional eel for that extra charge needed 
when facing certain death.

PEGASUS ODYSSEY 147BK


